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General Assembly Meeting Minutes 
This communication is shared with all IVAO members for information purposes only. 

The General Assembly Meeting is held in private.

Please find here an extract of the meeting minutes for the GA meeting held on 15th June 2014
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Agenda
1. Opening and welcome
2. Election one BoG Governor (G9)

Candidates:
 Mike Chirkov (292147)
 Jacques Mariens (102912)
 Sepehr Ebadi Borna (313627)
 Splendor Bouman ( 155904)

Note: For the voting procedures, please see the NPO By Laws, art.8
3. A.O.B.

Minutes
Meeting opened at 17.07 UTC

1. Welcome to all and explained purpose of the meeting:
The purpose of this GA meeting is to elect a new BOG member since Maxime resigned as BOG. The 
new BOG member elected in this GA meeting will have a term up to November 30, 2015 
The voting will happen as per our By Laws. The person with maximum votes gets elected as BOG 
member.

2. Election of one BoG Governor (G9); the following are BoG candidates
Mike Chirkov (292147); Jacques Mariens (102912); Sepehr Ebadi Borna (313627); Splendor Bouman ( 155904)
Unfortunately the voting was erroneously opened before it was officially announced to be open. 
Hence, it was declared non-valid and a new voting round was prepared consequently.
A short discussion revealed that it is not possible to make changes to the systems in this and similar 
cases, to protect manipulation of the voting system, while it is operative.
The voting was opened officially and the results are:
Type: anonymous - Majority: regular. Results:
25x Splendor Bouman ( 155904)
8x Mike Chirkov (292147)
8x Sepehr Ebadi Borna (313627)
3x Jacques Mariens (102912)
2x Abstain (None)
Chairman declared: These are the results: Based on majority - Splendor Bouman ( 155904)
Congratulations to the newly elected Governor.

3. A.O.B.
Chairman used the opportunity to have some Q&A, since nothing was foreseen in this point as such.
- About the elsewhere mentioned financial situation, chairman explained that the amount of 
donations did not meet at all the budgeted amount. Hence the call for help.
- About the review of the Rules and Regulation, a number of GA members took the initiative and 
started this as a project. Elías has been involved from the beginning. Further information and 
discussion shall take place in the Forum.
- About the necessary opening-up of the NPO for any member, without a voting by the existing 
members. It was explained that the original set-up of the voting is to protect certain members that 
apparently have their own (hidden) agenda, like it happened in the past. To protect the further 
existence of IVAO, that point was inserted into the Statutes on purpose.
– About the results of the call for additional donations it was said that standing the meeting a rough 
1/3 of the aimed amount had been reached. The call still stands and reactions are still welcomed.
- About a possible deadline for the further development of the IVAO main Website and of the IvAc 
software, it was explained that this is a hobby and therefore all such work takes place in the free time 
of our volunteers. Still the development is ongoing, be it maybe slower than one hopes and expects.

- At this point it was recommended that further questions and discussion shall be continued in the Forum.
Therewith this Q&A was closed and with that this GA meeting was closed with great thanks to all the 
participants and their inputs.
With a final 'congrats' to the new Governor the meeting was closed at 17.48 UTC.

Kind Regards,

Vybhava Srinivasan
President

Bob van der Flier,
Secretary
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